
The Business of Resolutioning 

 

It’s pretty clear that, once you reach a certain age (okay, 54), resolutions – yes, they can be made 

in July for the new financial year – rather than being genuinely aspirational tend to reflect what 

you were once but are no longer. They are born out of loss; I resolve to lose weight not because I 

hope to be invigorated but because I look in the mirror and am dumbstruck by a shapeless bag that 

is no longer the Adonis of my youth nor, even more regrettably, the Magnum PI of my thirties.  

This backward-glance approach ensures that these resolutions will rarely, if ever, be 

realised, the march of time being at its most rapid when you kick back and actually watch it. In 

any case, for men of my gen resolutions are like those bravura spermatozoa that once ruled every 

thought and most actions. Many embark but very few arrive, let alone succeed in the Great Quest. 

With this in mind I have decided to adopt a less selfish approach to the business of 

resolutioning (in our relativist world, any noun can apparently be verbed) by generating a list of 

new financial year pledges for the wider community in the hope that our shared spaces may be 

improved as a result. 

People, rise with me and say as one: 

I will be respectful of others and my environment by not dumping my shopping-trolley in a 

vacant car-space, and by dumping that suburban scourge, the leaf-blower. 

I will see my destination because my eyes will not be liquid-nailed to a screen but open to, 

and appreciative of, non-virtual reality. 

I will stop, like, talking in an accent that I plundered from HBO and thinking that, oh-my-

god I, like, live in America. 

I will realise that ‘to tweet’ means ‘to make a weak chirping sound’, not to utter an 

Absolute Truth. 

I will read. 

I will not drive as if I am the sole perfect motorist on my own perfect highway. 

I will be a responsible pet-owner. 

I will be a very responsible parent by seeking that tricky balance between providing and 

releasing; neither neglecting nor mollycoddling and seeing my children benefit as a result. 

I will cultivate the art of friendship. 

I will not be the crass stentor who advertises their private concerns in public arenas such as 

trains, buses, cinemas or cafés. 

I will understand that being Australian does not automatically equate to being a yob here 

and a dickhead overseas.   

I will continuously dilute my sense of personal entitlement. 

I will allow, foster and even celebrate the ideas and opinions of others and in so doing, I 

will try REALLY hard to keep my mind open, no matter how vexatious the circumstances. 

In order to better my impactfulness, I will stop randomly verbing nouns or adjectivising 

verbs.  

Finally;  

I will desist from depicting myself as hopelessly disenfranchised from an uncaring nation 

and start to actively seek ways in which I can enfranchise myself to a great and giving nation. In 

other words, I will endeavour to contribute; positively, proactively and powerfully. 

Happy new financial year! 


